
Who knows?
The most important skill for succeeding with Agile?
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The Executive Story: Agile Transformations ...
sed 
 s/princess/company
 s/love/SAFe
 s/dragon/culture
 s/knights/consultants

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-o8Cx-6CadVwUdkWL-wKUY34c99XbsZz/preview


Supposedly Agile Transformation success 
stories

2014: LEGO Digital Solutions 
turned to SAFe to improve their 
collaboration model and seek out 
what they like to refer to as the 
“Land of Awesome.”

2017: Lego fired 8% of employees.

"In fact, we have made our 
organization more complex, which 
makes our growth more difficult", 
Jørgen Vig Knudstorp, former CEO.

2015: “This has been the best year 
ever for the Lego Group,” Jørgen 
Vig Knudstorp, CEO.



Q: What made you decide ... ?



Fairytale 1:
Why executives want Agile transformations

Happy customers

Happy workplace!

More successful products

Purpose-driven business

...

Cost saving opportunities
Employer branding
Makes me look good
Makes me feel good, less guilt
Others are doing it, don’t want to miss out
We have to do something or else...

The fairytales The real reasons



Fairytale 2:
Agile will confirm what we ‘know’ already

Reliable planning & delivery

Faster implementation of our (many) strategies 

No disruption of Business As Usual

...

Which brings us to...
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Believe in their fairytales, 
and do something about it.

Believe in their fairytales.

A. Camuffo, A. Cordova, A. Gambardella: A scientific approach to 
entrepreneurial decision-making: evidence from a randomized control trial.
Discussion Paper - CEPR, 2017.





Positive effect

Negative effect

No effect

41%

38%

21%

A. N. Kluger, A. DeNisi: The effects of feedback interventions 
on performance: a historical review, a meta-analysis, and a 
preliminary feedback intervention theory.
Psychological Bulletin, 1996.



K. E. Sip et al.: Social closeness and feedback modulate 
susceptibility to the framing effect.
Social Neuroscience, 2014.



Why?







*
https://www.sciencealert.com/word-jumble-meme-first-l
ast-letters-cambridge-typoglycaemia, 2018



©1995, Edward H. Adelson



We believe that we 
experience reality,
but we experience 
what we believe.



Brainstorm

Green Needle





I don’t believe I’m 
always right.
But I do always 
believe I’m right.





Our Starting Points

We all believe

in Fairytales

Our unknown 

is infinite





When a wise person 
says/does something 
‘stupid’,
You’re about to 
get wiser.



Get Organised!

2. Challenge1. Visualise 3. Verify



1

Visualise



Challenge



3

Verify



Not Knowing
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How do you know 
what you don’t 
know?



Discuss:

Fairytale? Fact?

“Little’s Law states: 

Reducing WIP levels will reduce average cycle time.”

1



Discuss:

2

Fairytale? Fact?

“In contrast with other scaled Scrum approaches, it’s 

possible in LeSS to effectively scale the Product 

Owner role with just one person because there are 

fewer roles and positions, and less complexity.”



Discuss:

3

Fairytale? Fact?

“Humans have three intrinsic motivation drivers: 

Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose.”
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Believe Know?

Fairytale Fact

evidence: probability ↗ 

very
high 
probabilitycounterevidence: 

certainty



“Little’s Law states: 

Reducing WIP levels will reduce average cycle time.”

So?

1
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So?

2Believe? Know?

Fairytale! Fact!

“In contrast with other scaled Scrum approaches, it’s 

possible in LeSS to effectively scale the Product 

Owner role with just one person because there are 

fewer roles and positions, and less complexity.”?



“Humans have three intrinsic motivation drivers: 

Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose.”

So?

3Believe? Know?

Fairytale! Fact!



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KqEBjk0wOxx37nQriBN6NTa-BR83I_ee/preview


https://nofairies.com/

https://nofairies.com/

